RESEARCH WEEK 2022

CALL FOR BIOART

Research Week 2022 will also showcase the artistic talent that underpins the creativity of our students and faculty. Two types of submissions accepted: BioArt and Notes/Schematics.

Also include:
1. Title of each piece
2. Brief artist biography (one–two sentences)
3. Description of each piece (three–five sentences)
   - Please include a description of what the image is of, how it was captured and what the image or your research in general means to your field or to the public. Note: the committee may edit this statement to ensure accessibility by an audience of non-scientists.
4. Initial submissions should be emailed, and be no larger than 10mb. All BioArt will be displayed virtually on the Research Office website.

Information on what to include in the abstract and the submission portal can be found at: okla.st/chs-research-days

Deadline: ALL art submissions are due January 21st, 2022

Questions? Email: chsresearchday@okstate.edu